Introducing the Pork Profit Center Performance Dashboard, a breakthrough precision tool for integrating, monitoring, and managing all facets of 21st Century wean-to-finish
pork production.
The Pork Profit Center provides real-time “cloud” access to comprehensive production, financial and
sales performance metrics. No setup, training or data entry is required; up-to-the-minute, accurate information from FBS’s integrated ERP production accounting system is seamlessly uploaded to a secure
website and can be accessed through any pc or mobile device.
Join us on a quick tour:
The main Closeout Screen (on the right) offers a
concise summary of closed or open nursery and finishing groups, emphasizing top production and business-side Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
Cumulative mortality by week on feed is graphically
plotted and a Feed Budget (below) monitors compliance with budgeted ration changes throughout the
feeding process.

The Pork Profit Center Dashboard keeps your sales team in sync. From markers to marketing
departments, all can stay on top of sales results by site, date and load including premiums,
weight groupings and standard deviation so that you consistently achieve the most profitable
weight specifications. As soon as packer data is downloaded into FBS’s ERP it’s viewable on the
dashboard, providing valuable feedback for sorting the next load.

The dashboard goes well beyond individual closeouts. Built-in Statistical Process Control (SPC)
charts identify trends, signal emerging problems, and illuminate the path for continuous improvement. Custom reports allow you to create your own library of analytical tools to review performance across sites and farms powered by the dashboard’s SQL database.
The Pork Profit Center Performance Dashboard is your operation’s new communications and
control center, providing your management team a comprehensive, confidential and current
view of your entire business.
Schedule a “live” demonstration of the Dashboard and FBS’s suite of integrated software by calling
800.437.7638 or emailing sales@fbssystems.com.
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